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Welcome
Welcome to the OPCW Science and Technology Monitor, an occasional bulletin to provide updates 
on developments in science and technology across a broad spectrum of  topics relevant to the 
CWC.  Past issues are available from the Science and Technology section of  the OPCW web-
site.
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Today’s issue of  the S&T Monitor goes to press the week 
of  the forty-fourth anniversary of  the Convention on the 
Prohibition of  the Development, Production and Stock-
piling of  Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons 
and on their Destruction which opened for signature on 10 
April 1972.  The Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), 
as it is generally referred to, is a true disarmament treaty,           
completely banning an entire class of  weapons of  mass de-
struction.  The BWC entered into force on 26 March 1975, 
has 174 States Parties and will hold its Eighth Review Con-
ference in November of  this year.

The S&T Puzzle
Last issue’s S&T puzzle has apparently stumped our readership – no correct 
answers were received.  For those that are curious, the answer is provided below. 
Puzzle standings remain at: VER 6, CTBTO 5, OSP 2, OCS 1, and INS 1.

To navigate last issue’s maze: Enter at the bottom right, then collect in this order: (1) 
The Chemcial Weapons Convention (bonus), (9) the Chemical Agent Monitor, (3) 
the Gas Mask, (6) the Atropine Injector, (5) the Hazmat Suit and (12) the Barrels of  
VX. Bring the barrels to (14) the Field Deployable Hydrolysis System (details here!), 
then make your way to the center, pausing at (15) the Decontamination Shower.
The other items you 
could have collected were: 
(2) The Hitchhiker’s Guide 
to the Galaxy, by Douglas 
Adams, (4) a Stormtrooper 
Mask, (7) an Insulin Injector, 
(8) a Ghostbusters’ Sensor, 
(10) Barrels of  Salt,  (11) 
Barrels of  Caffeine and (13) 
Barrels of  Ethanol.  None 
of  these of  these, however, 
would help you win the prize!

http://www.opcw.org/special-sections/science-technology/science-technology-monitor/
http://www.opcw.org/special-sections/science-technology/science-technology-monitor/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/diversey/17424310262
http://pdb101.rcsb.org/motm/161
https://twitter.com/ungeneva/status/646611286369943552
http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Bio/
http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Bio/
http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Bio/
http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Bio/
http://www.unog.ch/80256EE600585943/(httpPages)/57A6E253EDFB1111C1257F39003CA243?OpenDocument
http://www.unog.ch/80256EE600585943/(httpPages)/57A6E253EDFB1111C1257F39003CA243?OpenDocument
http://archive.defense.gov/home/features/2014/0114_caperay/pdfs/JPME_fs_FDHS_111213.pdf
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T h e  S & T  P u z z l e 

For this edition of  the puzzle, we ask you to find a series of  simple phrases. We give you symbols 
of  chemical elements and a series of  images; it is up to you to match the name of  the element 
with one of  the images to produce the phrase. As an example, if  the element symbol were Pb 
(lead), the matching image would be the one on the right, to create the phrase “lead paint”.

The person who finds the most correct phrases wins the prize: your choice of  requesting a featured topic, designing a 
puzzle or receiving a beverage hand selected by the Science Policy Adviser.  Send answers by email. Let the games begin!

He
Si
C
S
Cu
Au
U
Pt
Ag
W
NaCl
Fe
H
Li
Sn

mailto:SciTech@OPCW.org
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Science Fun
Another Easter has come 
and gone, leaving us with 
the spoils of  an egg hunt!  
Whether made from choco-
late or awesomely decorated 
and hardboiled, our offices 
ended up with no shortage of  
the protein packed gelatinous 
ovals; inspiring us to explore 
the science fun of  chicken 
eggs!  

Did you know, there are an 
estimated 4.93 billion egg lay-
ing hens in the world, each 
capable of  producing over 
300 eggs/year?  That’s right, 
world-wide production capac-
ity comes to about 1.48 tril-
lion eggs per annum!  Perhaps 
a bit too many to try and hide 
for the next egg hunt.

Eggs are one of  the most ver-
satile culinary ingredients; they 
are enjoyed boiled, scrambled, 
fried or poached, and can be 
used as a binder and more in 
cooking and baking.  Eggs 
can even be used to entertain 
your friends while learning 
about science, have you ever 
squeezed an egg into a bottle 
or dissolved the shell to cre-
ate a bouncing egg?  These are 
but two of  the many experi-
ments you can try in your own 
kitchen!  If  you do decide to 
experiment at home, please 
cook with caution to avoid 
toxic gas!

A chicken egg has three main 
components: a calcium car-
bonate shell, the egg white 

Image by Puja Mody.

News and Updates

Recent reports and publications:
2016 R&D Global Funding Forecast.

Nature Index looks at science in Japan.

Preventing disease through healthy environments: a global assessment of  the burden of  dis-
ease from environmental risks, a report from the WHO.

WIPO statistics on international intellectual property filings in 2015.

Future generations, a look at whether researchers today consider the world of  tomorrow - and 
why they should, from Nature.

TWAS Plus, news and opportunities from The World Academy of  Sciences, January 2016 
Issue.

Evaluation of  the results of  the Thirty-Eighth Official OPCW Proficiency Test and the status 
of  the Designated Laboratories.

Report on the performance of  the revised methodology for site selection of  chemical produc-
tion facilities for CWC inspection.

Emerging Security Challenges in the spring 2016 issue of  Connections.

Chemical safety and security resources from the American Chemical Council, the American 
15.

Science and education tools and resources:
Online tutorials on chemical weapons non-proliferation from nti.org.

Web widget, an online tool for sharing research data.

Neuro-computing tools available for all to use from the Human Brain Project.

Do you want to be a rocket scientist?  There is an App for that (and even more where that 
came from).

Some News from the World of Science & Technology:
From the weeks of  28 February – 5 March; 6  – 12, 13 – 19 and 20 - 26 March;  27 March – 2 
April; and 3 – 9 April 2016 in chemistry.

Legacy Chemical Munitions
Our previous issue highlighted sea-dumped chemical weapons and the issues they have raised; 
it is not only ocean depths however, that conceal chemical arsenals from historical conflicts. 
Unexploded munitions are still found on historical 
battlefields and there are abandoned chemical 
munitions buried in the ground or submerged in 
lakes and streams in several regions of  the world. 
Former World War I battlefields where unexploded 
chemical munitions might be found (lewisite and 
mustard agent in particular) are known in Belgium 
and France (where there are still “no go zones”); 
and China has received considerable attention for 
the abandoned World War II chemical weapons 
that have been found there (with excavation and Warning sign on the shore of  Walker Lake, Nevada, USA. 

Image courtesy of  Kelapstick.

https://www.theguardian.com/science/brain-flapping/2016/mar/24/chocolate-eggs-easter-scientific-explanation
https://www.theguardian.com/science/brain-flapping/2016/mar/24/chocolate-eggs-easter-scientific-explanation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMQ_qhEeyl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMQ_qhEeyl8
https://www.exploratorium.edu/cooking/eggs/eggcomposition.html
https://www.exploratorium.edu/cooking/eggs/eggcomposition.html
http://blog.donders.ru.nl/?p=2352&lang=en
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/how-do-you-cook-the-perfect-egg-87844887/?no-ist
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/science-cooking-perfect-hard-boiled-egg-180951447/
http://cooking.stackexchange.com/questions/49944/science-of-fast-high-heat-vs-slow-low-heat-scrambled-eggs-and-omelets
https://www.finedininglovers.com/stories/how-to-boil-eggs/
http://foodslashscience.blogspot.nl/2010/01/science-behind-poaching-egg.html
https://bondingwithfood.wordpress.com/2010/03/08/the-incredible-egg/
https://bondingwithfood.wordpress.com/2010/03/08/the-incredible-egg/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28TIyWdfxxc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEYS5i5P7YY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEYS5i5P7YY
http://io9.gizmodo.com/when-you-overcook-eggs-you-turn-them-into-chemical-wea-1682497376
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/03/26/eggs/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/03/26/eggs/
https://www.iriweb.org/sites/default/files/2016GlobalR%26DFundingForecast_2.pdf
http://www.natureindex.com/supplements/nature-index-2016-japan/index
http://who.int/quantifying_ehimpacts/publications/preventing-disease/en/
http://who.int/quantifying_ehimpacts/publications/preventing-disease/en/
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/articles/2016/article_0002.html
http://www.nature.com/news/future-generations-1.19430
http://us10.campaign-archive2.com/?u=bb4e73b701077857682f69a6a&id=bf744417a4
http://us10.campaign-archive2.com/?u=bb4e73b701077857682f69a6a&id=bf744417a4
https://www.opcw.org/fileadmin/OPCW/S_series/2016/en/s-1368-2016_e_.pdf
https://www.opcw.org/fileadmin/OPCW/S_series/2016/en/s-1369-2016_e_.pdf
https://www.opcw.org/fileadmin/OPCW/S_series/2016/en/s-1369-2016_e_.pdf
https://www.opcw.org/fileadmin/OPCW/S_series/2016/en/s-1348-2016_e_.pdf
http://connections-qj.org/
https://www.americanchemistry.com/Policy/Security
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/about/governance/committees/chemicalsafety/safetypractices.html
http://tutorials.nti.org/chemical-weapons-nonproliferation/introduction/
http://www.nti.org/
http://www.nature.com/news/web-widget-nudges-scientists-to-share-their-data-1.19542
http://www.nature.com/news/flagship-brain-project-releases-neuro-computing-tools-1.19672
https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/
http://sciencenetlinks.com/tools/rocket-science-101-app/
http://sciencenetlinks.com/tools/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2015/12/13/twic13122015/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/03/06/twic06032016/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/03/13/twic13032016/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/03/20/twic20032016/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/03/27/twic27032016/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/04/03/twic03042016/
http://www.compoundchem.com/2016/04/10/twic10042016/
http://www.opcw.org/fileadmin/OPCW/Science_Technology/Monitor/OPCW_S_T_Monitor_3_1.pdf
http://chemicalweapons.cenmag.org/
http://www.springer.com/us/book/9780792351757?token=prtst0416p
http://www.springer.com/us/book/9780792351757?token=prtst0416p
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-26663643?ocid
http://www.robindesbois.org/dossiers/dechets-de-guerre/2012/Inventaire-des-dechets-de-guerre-2008-2011.html
http://www.messynessychic.com/2015/05/26/the-real-no-go-zone-of-france-a-forbidden-no-mans-land-poisoned-by-war/
https://www.bicc.de/uploads/tx_bicctools/paper13.pdf
http://www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/2014/06/japan-second-world-war-chemical-weapons-meet-explosive-end
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Walker_lake_munitions_warning.JPG
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or albumen which is made up 
of  90% water and 10% pro-
tein, and the egg yolk made 
up of  cholesterol and fatty 
acids such as oleic acid. The 
colours of  the components 
are themselves important ana-
lytical tools: the colour of  the 
yolk is indicative of  a hen’s 
diet, and pinkish or iridescent 
egg whites warn of  spoilage 
(that’s an important health tip, 
don’t eat iridescent eggs!). Of  
course, if  the eggs are really 
rotten, smell more than co-
lour might give it away!

Egg whites contain long fold-
ed protein chains that dena-
ture during cooking, the re-
sult is an unwrapping of  the 
proteins and a solidification 
of  the egg! Scientists found 
a solution to this problem, 
demonstrating that it is actu-
ally possible to “unboil” an 
egg and refold the proteins; 
a discovery that received the 
Ig Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
for 2015!  Speaking of  boiled 
eggs: Did you know, the 
world record for most hard-
boiled eggs peeled and eaten 
in 1 minute is six?  Or that the 
record for most hardboiled 
eggs consumed, 141 in eight     
minutes, was set in 2013?

In addition to all the food and 
fun that chicken eggs have 
to offer, they can also have      
biotechnological applications. 
Eggs can be used to produce 
both viruses, and vaccines. 
For flu vaccines, influenza vi-
rus is actually injected into the 
egg where it rapidly multiplies 
over 72 hours, after which a 
complex process involving 
inactivation and break-up of  
the virus occurs, ultimately 
stimulating an immune re-
sponse.  Egg yolks are also 
a source for IgY antibodies; 
antibodies that have use for 
treating animal diseases and 
toxin detection! In the tech-
nology sector, eggs have even 
inspired 3D printed IOT de-
vices for wildlife conservation 

clean-up  projects underway at a number of  
sites). The reports we cite here are by no means 
comprehensive (we have, for example, come 
across reports concerning regions in Central 
Europe, Germany, Iraq and Russia and realise 
there are other known and suspected cases), 
but they highlight the environmental risks as 
well as the health and safety concerns of  legacy 
weapons.

Buried chemical munitions pose clear hazards 
from the leakage and environmental fate of  

Scanning for dangerous residue at the abandoned site of  CDE Nancekuke, UK (Image courtesy of  J. Baylis and D. Allenby) and examining an unexploded WWII 
munition in Bütgenbach, Belgium (Image courtesy of  Grenz-Echo).

As mechanisms of  environmental fate and transport are characterized, we may find 
opportunities to use a variety of  samples types (plants for example) to identify both presence 
and previous use of  chemical agents (this potential has been demonstrated with nerve agents). 
Opportunities for bioremediation of  contaminated environments may present themselves 
as well: for example, the uptake (details here) and transformation of  explosive chemicals by 
plants is known. 

Analytical methods for finding burial locations, detecting munitions and distinguishing chemical 
from non-chemical munitions (as age and degradation can hide identifying markings) are crucial 
to the clean-up of  legacy weapons. The methods employed in this work include x-ray and 
neutron activation analysis of  shells, headspace-trap GC/MS for detecting chemical agents in 
soil and real-time air monitoring systems. Equally important are methods that simultaneously 

toxic chemicals (arsenic species have been well studied in this context).  Environmental impact 
of  these munitions might even result from methods of  disposal: burning arsenic containing 
munitions in open pits for example, has spread arsenic into soils, prompting a need for 
more environmentally benign procedures.  As the focus of  our work is chemical agents, we 
often overlook that there are additional environmental consequences from the materials and 
explosives found in legacy munitions (both chemical and conventional); each with their own 
associated environmental fate.  Even bullets can leave a mark through lead contamination at 
firing ranges.  As a consequence, we have seen reports of  munition-related ecological risk 
assessment and “greener munitions”.

There can also be social consequences to the presence of  legacy chemical weapons, resulting 
for example from risk of  exposure to general civilian populations when buried munitions 
are accidentally found or handled by improperly prepared responders.  In addition to civilian 
safety, there must be ways to ensure the safety of  those involved in disposal activities.

While there are proven methods for disposal of  chemical agents, (with comprehensive reviews 
on the subject available), circumstances of  location and the conditions of  the abandoned 
munitions may require approaches and technologies tailored to a specific mission. We 
sometimes see reports of  interesting and novel approaches as well, for example the use 
of  micromotorized particles.  Facilities where chemical agents were produced, stored and 
tested also require clean-up (an example of  a former UK chemical warfare agent production 
and research site is described in a 2010 report on contaminated industrial site remediation).  
The containers used for storage and any materials exposed to chemical agents also require 
appropriate treatments. 

Artillery Shell on Kubbar Island, Kuwait. Image courtesy of  Tom Oates.

http://www.livescience.com/10043-dozen-extraordinary-egg-facts.html
http://www.livescience.com/10043-dozen-extraordinary-egg-facts.html
http://www.livescience.com/10043-dozen-extraordinary-egg-facts.html
http://phys.org/news/2015-01-chemists-unboil-eggs.html
http://phys.org/news/2015-01-chemists-unboil-eggs.html
http://phys.org/news/2015-01-chemists-unboil-eggs.html
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cbic.201402427/abstract
http://www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/2015/09/chemistry-ig-nobel-2015-unboiled-egg
http://www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/2015/09/chemistry-ig-nobel-2015-unboiled-egg
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/most-boiled-eggs-to-be-peeled-and-eaten-in-a-minute
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/most-boiled-eggs-to-be-peeled-and-eaten-in-a-minute
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/most-boiled-eggs-to-be-peeled-and-eaten-in-a-minute
http://www.wdrb.com/story/23618230/joey-chestnut-wins-radcliff-egg-eating-contest
http://www.wdrb.com/story/23618230/joey-chestnut-wins-radcliff-egg-eating-contest
http://www.virology.ws/2009/12/10/influenza-virus-growth-in-eggs/
http://www.gsk.com/en-gb/behind-the-science/patients-and-consumers/eggs-in-manufacturing/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/pharmaceuticalsandchemicals/11138586/how-a-flu-vaccine-is-made-from-chicken-egg-to-syringe.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16180988
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0734975011001133
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09540105.2015.1126809
http://www.wired.com/2016/04/future-wildlife-conservation-electronic-vulture-egg/
http://www.wired.com/2016/04/future-wildlife-conservation-electronic-vulture-egg/
http://www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/2014/06/japan-second-world-war-chemical-weapons-meet-explosive-end
http://www.prague2003.fsu.edu/content/pdf/232.pdf
http://www.prague2003.fsu.edu/content/pdf/232.pdf
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-94-015-9115-7_3
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/24/world/middleeast/questions-answers-abandoned-chemical-weapons-in-iraq.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/inatl/longterm/coldwar/leonidovkaa.htm
http://www.armscontrol.org/print/2748
https://sites.google.com/site/imcsengineers/Home/technical-articles/old-chemical-weapons
https://sites.google.com/site/imcsengineers/Home/technical-articles/old-chemical-weapons
http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/doi/abs/10.1680/warm.2010.163.3.95
http://www.mil.be/nl/artikel/bom-butgenbach-was-blindganger
http://www.mil.be/nl/artikel/bom-butgenbach-was-blindganger
http://www.grenzecho.net/
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2012/ay/c2ay25883h#!divAbstract
http://rspa.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/470/2168/20140076
http://rspa.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/470/2168/20140076
http://www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/2012/10/plants-detect-nerve-agents
http://www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/2015/09/mutant-arabidopsis-plant-clean-explosives-tnt-phytoremediation
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/349/6252/1072
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0039861
http://www.scientific.net/AMR.250-253.3868
http://www.scientific.net/AMR.718-720.891
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1878029612005622
http://www.peoacwa.army.mil/wp-content/uploads/X-ray_assessment_report_Final.pdf
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?tp=&arnumber=173218&url=http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fiel1%2F23%2F4444%2F00173218.pdf%3Farnumber%3D173218
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0021967310001706
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0021967310001706
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/ac504001e
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/aoc.1109/abstract
http://www.scientific.net/AMR.955-959.1194
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969716301115
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969716301115
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-94-015-9115-7_19#page-1
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301479703002135
http://pubs.acs.org/isbn/9780841226326
https://www.princeton.edu/~rmizzo/firingrange.htm
https://www.princeton.edu/~rmizzo/firingrange.htm
http://www.crcnetbase.com/doi/abs/10.1201/9781420004342.ch12
http://www.crcnetbase.com/doi/abs/10.1201/9781420004342.ch12
http://www.mta.ro/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Rotariu_Traian_GSEBS_Advances-Greener-Munitions-and-Energetics_MTA_2015.pdf
https://www.nonproliferation.org/wp-content/uploads/npr/deng43.pdf
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/britain-at-war/10172232/Lethal-relics-from-WW1-are-still-emerging.html
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F1-4020-3137-8_15
http://www.environet.eu/pub/pubwis/rura/7402x0187.pdf
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/cr100193y?journalCode=chreay
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1878029612005646
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/nn505029k
http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/doi/abs/10.1680/warm.2010.163.3.95
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/es981258g?journalCode=esthag
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_report.cfm?dirEntryId=309231
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Irakian_corroded_shell.jpg
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and video games for studying 
camouflage. 

We end this edition of  Sci-
ence Fun with one of  the 
most important conundrums 
of  our time. The ever eva-
sive question: which came 
first, the Chicken? Or the 
Egg?  For your consideration, 
we offer two views. Since the 
production of  eggs requires 
a specific protein (ovocle-
didin-17) found in chicken 
ovaries, some say that per-
haps it was the chicken that 
came first. Others, however, 
argue the answer can only be 
the egg; an egg containing a                      
genetic mutation that hatched 
into a chicken and was borne 
to parents that were “almost, 
but not quite, chickens”!

In medical research, the possibility for linkages to the gut microbiome are being explored 
with obesity (is there a causal relationship?), allergies, arthritis, intestinal disorders, visceral 
pain, cardiovascular disease (details here), central nervous system disorders and even autism 
spectrum disorders.  The gut microbiome has also been shown to be a source for therapeutic 
targets.

Fecal transplants, where gut microbiota of  a healthy individual are transferred into the intestine 
of  an unhealthy person, have been used sporadically for over 50 years in applications such as 
the treatment of  Clostridium difficile infection (details here).  If  you are healthy, you can 
donate some of  your own microbiome to help others.  Other applications include controlling 
the microbiome for treating depression (clinical trials are underway).

Children, especially infants, may not have a fully developed microbiome, requiring further 
understanding of  the benefits and side effects of  using microbiome-altering treatments. The 

Microbiomes
We all know that our bodies coexist with a 
multitude of  microbial species, have you ever 
thought about just how diverse that multitude 
truly is? Would a map of  your microbial 
diversity appear as in the image at left? What 
about inside your body, where the diversity of  
gut bacteria is thought to collectively contain 
at least 100 times as many genes as the human 
genome.  It has been said that we are actually 
“supraorganisms” made up of  thousands of  
species of  microbes interacting with our human 
cells.  Just how many microbes do you carry 

with you?  Perhaps you have heard that there are 10 times more bacterial cells on your body 
than human cells?  It turns out that is not actually true, it is much closer to 1:1; that’s still quite 
a large amount of  bacteria if  you consider a human is made up of  between  one trillion and 
10 quadrillion cells!  The collection of  microbes in and on our bodies (our microbiota) define 
the human microbiome.

Microbial diversity on a person’s skin. Image courtesy of  Bouslimani et al.  

There should be no surprise that as a supraorganism of  interacting 
human and microbial cells, your health (both physical and mental) 
and response to medication might be influenced by your personal 
microbiome.  This has created many new opportunities for 
healthcare (especially personalized medicine). Studies have shown 
higher risk for babies to develop asthma if  levels of  certain gut 
bacteria are low (details here); and how microbes that influence 
human cell division may also induce cancer, while other microbes 
may actually provide opportunities to treat it (details here).

The human gut microbiota contains at least 160 different microbial 
species that vary with sex, ethnicity, age and diet. These gut 
microbes influence digestion and absorption of  nutrients into our 
bodies, influence our immune system and can even influence brain 
development. Linkages between gut and brain affect blood-brain-
barrier permeability, as well as brain development and behaviour.  Proportion of  microbial vs human genes in 

the human body. Image courtesy of  AMNH.  

detect chemical agents and their environmental degradation products. Methods are also needed 
for detecting buried and sunken munitions. Data collected from clean-up operations can also 
produce information with forensic value: for example, the ability to identify chemical agents 
used by different branches within an armed forces through distinguishable impurity profiles.  
Moving to modern conflict zones, the use of  media monitoring (and perhaps social media) has 
been suggested as a way to ensure we don’t lose track of  where unexploded munitions (of  any 
kind) may be located – potentially allowing us to remove a future hazard.

26 – 27 April 2016
BWC Preparatory Committee for 

the Eighth Review Conference
Geneva, Switzerland

2 May – 10 June 2016
2016 Spring ConfChem: Science, 

Disarmament, and Diplomacy 
in Chemical Education: The 

Example of  the Organisation 
for the Prohibition of  Chemical 

Weapons.
A virtual Conference

Papers will be posted on a weekly 
basis followed by online questions 

and comments.

Upcoming S&T 
Related Events

OPCW Calendar of  Events 
October to December 2015

15 April 2016
Meeting of  the Expert Working 

Group on Green Chemistry
OPCW Headquarters

The Hague, The Netherlands

18 – 22 April 2016
23rd Session of  OPCW SAB

OPCW Headquarters
The Hague, The Netherlands
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212877812000051
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v479/n7374_supp/full/479S5a.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3275101/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3561825/
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http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ddr.21095/abstract
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http://stm.sciencemag.org/content/7/307/307fs39
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http://www.popsci.com/microbiome-may-hold-key-cancer-treatment
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/348/6230/80
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v464/n7285/full/nature08821.html
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1075996405000685
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http://www.pnas.org/content/108/7/3047
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gut microbiome of  a newborn can be influenced by delivery method and maternal stress, studies 
on pre-term births have indicated a temporal component to microbiome development, and 
antibiotic use during critical phases of  infant development can produce long-term metabolic 
consequences and increased risk of  certain allergies.

Influencing and controlling microbiomes has much broader applications than human health, 
with many opportunities recognized for solving real-world problems through microbial 
symbioses. Plant microbiomes can improve the resilience of  crops to unfavorable climates, 
promote drought resistance, reduce dependence on fertilizers and pesticides, and restrict access 
of  pathogens; with biotechnology start-up companies already inspired! Microbial communities 
might influence oil extraction from shale rock or be used as a living (and non-toxic) dye.

The use of  meta-genomics allows the characterization of  complete microbial communities, in 
effect the ability to measure the microbiome of  not just individual humans, but whole urban 
environments. Yes, even cities and transportation systems have their own unique microbiomes 
(studies that can really get people talking and inspire art).

Having maps of  microbial communities (and having the ability to recognize specific organisms 
that are unique to certain locations) has applications in investigations, identifying the geographic 
source of  dust particles, tracking the route of  disease transmission (details here), tracking 
microbiological change due to natural events (such as a hurricane) and actually identifying 
individuals by their “gut print” (raising new privacy concerns).

The benefit from understanding microbiomes has prompted a call for a global microbiome 
initiative.  In regard to human health, the Human Microbiome Project just might lead to a 
change in the way we practice medicine.

The toxin is naturally produced in the seeds of  the castor bean plant, Ricinus communis; the same 
seeds that provide castor oil and its derivatives; chemicals with a market size expected to reach 
1.81 Billion US Dollars by the year 2020.  Current worldwide production of  castor seeds is 
estimated at over one-million metric tonnes per year.  The oil is used in lubricants, cosmetics, 
paints and more, and to produce biofuels (including biodiesel from raw castor oil).  Castor meal 
leftover from oil extraction is even used to feed livestock (provided it is detoxified). 

Concerns about ricin and bioterrorism have initiated considerable efforts for developing  detection 
methods; these efforts have produced recommendations for the use of  mass-spectrometry and 
immunological assays (methods often used in combination for ricin analysis),  characterized 
reference materials and protocols for inter-laboratory proficiency tests. Detection of  the toxin 

Ricin
Ricin, a Type II ribosome-inactivating protein (RIP), is  the only protein toxin listed in the 
Schedules of  the Chemical Weapons Convention and is infamous for centuries of  accidental and 
intentional poisonings. The toxin has been weaponised in past military programmes, implicated 
in assassinations (there is that very famous case involving an umbrella), appeared in TV shows 
and has received considerable attention in the context of  bioterrorism.

Ricin produces its toxic effects through ribosome 
inactivation, which prevents protein synthesis 
and induces cell death; a process with potential 
use in chemotherapy (Anticancer Immunotoxin 
Therapy).  Ricin is composed of  two subunits (A 
and B chains) linked through a disulphide bond. 
The A chain is responsible for inhibiting protein 
synthesis, while the B chain enables the protein 
to gain entry into a cell (for which there are a 
number of  mechanisms).  The median lethal 
dose (LD50) is dependent on route of  exposure, 
with the LD50 for aerosol or injected exposure 
about 1000 times lower than an oral dose (~20 
vs. ~20,000 µg/kg).

Ricinus communis fruit. Image courtesy of  Wikimedia.
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in food matrices and biomedical samples are of  particular interest. The effects of  the food 
matrix and  storage conditions are  an important aspect of  this work, as is  the development of  
methods to improve sample throughput. Other efforts have focused on the development of  
biosensors and microfluidic devices for point of  care detection. With a variety of  aptamers and 
monoclonal antibodies developed for toxin detection, a broad range of  detection technologies 
have been reported, such as paper and aptamer based electrochemical devices, “chemical 
tongues”, piezoresistive microcantilevers, immuno–PCR assays (this can involve antibody 
coated beads), surface plasmon resonance based systems (including those with nanoparticle 
enhancement) and nanoparticle based colorimetric systems.

Vaccines to protect against ricin poisoning have also generated interest. RiVAXTM and RVEcTM  
have successfully completed Phase I clinical trials and further development of  vaccines is 
ongoing. The assessment and engineering of  antibodies that neutralise ricin (mAb 4C13 for 
example), represents another active field of  study. Cocktails that can neutralise ricin and other 
toxins simultaneously, the use of  pulsed electric fields to neutralise ricin in mice and natural 
compounds that can inhibit biological toxins in food matrices, have also been reported.

With the concerns raised regarding bioterrorism and applications in biomedicine (chemotherapy 
and countermeasures) research on ricin and other toxins will only continue into the foreseeable 
future – interesting developments are sure to follow!

Stuck in a Bubble? Online Echo Chambers
For the final feature, we look to an issue that comes up often – with all the information we have 
access to, and all of  the online tools that “find” information for us, is there a danger of  bias? 

We live in a world that connects us to a continually expanding pool of  information, bringing 
opportunities to acquire and share both knowledge and experience with others across the 
globe. With so much information available, there comes a challenge to avoid becoming trapped 
within a space where only similar opinions and viewpoints are found - for if  those opinions 
are misinformed, how would we know?  Such spaces, which can actually result from the way in 
which we access information, are known as “Echo Chambers” or “Filter Bubbles”.

How do these spaces form? First, navigating and smoothening our experience across the vast 
unstructured information space requires algorithms and curating tools (e.g. Google). These 
tools work by selecting websites through criteria such as interconnected links, filtering “spam” 
and reviewing previously searched or downloaded content to give the users the most relevant 
results.  Similarly, social networks (e.g. Facebook) use algorithms to notice from whom and 
to what types of  posts users respond to with interest. Next, these websites provide users 
with additional tools to define the types of  information they want to see, which reduces their 
exposure to other types of  information.  An unintended consequence can be that internet users 
find themselves seeing a single viewpoint or interpretation of  the information being accessed 
(this becomes a particular issue of  concern in political campaigns and discussions of  issues of  
global concern).

The positive side is that we find the information 
we think is most useful to us; the negative is that 
content can become limited to our own or similar 
viewpoints that only serve to reinforce our 
opinions. This is confirmation bias, which can 
contribute to the spreading and reinforcement 
of  biased information (details here). This 
phenomena is not exclusive to the internet as 
has been evidenced in some policy networks; the 
internet does however, provide an ideal means for 
it to spread with examples reported from Blogs, 
on Facebook and on Twitter.

The digital wildfires that can result from the spread of  online misinformation have been 
identified as a geopolitical risk.  There is certainly the risk of  propagating conspiracy theories, 
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Questions, ideas, comments, suggestions, want to make a 
contribution, or be added to the mailing list?  Please contact 
us through the OPCW Office of  Strategy and Policy (OSP).
For more frequent updates, Visit us on the web or follow us 
on Twitter at @OPCW_ST.

The diversity of  the 
earthworm microbiome 

is influenced by arsenic 
exposure. 

A potential for earthworm-
based detection?

Did 
You 
Know? 

Crowdsourcing

Have ideas on how to 
create a minimally inva-
sive technology capable 

of  monitoring drug levels 
and biomarkers of  toxic-
ity in real-time? Here is a 

challenge for you!          

Recognizing pills with a 
smartphone, want to de-
sign an algorithm for the 
Pill Image Recognition 

Challenge?

Play videogames to learn 
about how eyes function!

Take a look at crowd-
sourcing of  Fukushima 

radiation.

depriving certain communities of  feedback from alternate perspectives, and in relation to science 
communication, echo chambers could serve to widen knowledge gaps between scientific and 
non-scientific audiences.  Yet, like so many concerns in our world, it has been pointed out that 
there is little to no need to worry, and some published studies overestimate online ideological 
segregation.

Those that are online trying to understand things holistically and avoid only hearing one side 
of  an argument are advised to question how broadly their message travels, seek diversity and 
remain aware that every possible online engagement can create a new customized experience.  
Next time you click, share, like or hover over an online article, think about all the associations 
that may have taken place to bring you to that information and ask yourself, am I in a bubble?  
Finally, for those that are truly concerned, you might consider search engines that let you opt 
out of  personalized search results!

The links to articles, papers, reports, websites or other materials incorporated herein are being provided for 
information purposes only. The views and opinions expressed in the aforementioned materials are those 
of  the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of  the OPCW. These items are cited as a service to 
readers and do not imply endorsement by the OPCW. The OPCW does not provide any guarantee, express 
or implied, that the information presented is accurate or timely, and does not contain inadvertent technical 
or factual inaccuracies. The OPCW is not responsible for the content of  third party websites.  

25 – 28 October 2016
24th Session of  OPCW SAB

OPCW Headquarters
The Hague, The Netherlands

7 – 25 November 2016
BWC Eighth Review Conference 

Geneva, Switzerland

6 – 8 December 2016
CHAINS 2016, the Dutch 

chemistry conference
The Netherlands
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